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1. Before I … you , I … sad and lonely.
A. had met / had been

B. had met / have been

C. have met / was

D. met / had been

B. in / at

C. on / on

D. in / in

B. increases

C. falls

D. goes down

B. squash

C. rugby

D. baseball

C. nil – two

D. oh – all

C. onlookers

D. audience

2. Meg works … an office, … a computer.
A. at / in
3. If something rises it … .
A. goes up
4. Which is a ball game?
A. cricket

5. How would you read a 0-0 football score?
A. nil – all

B. nil to nil

6. The people who watch a play at the theatre are called … .
A. spectators

B. viewers

7. A comprehensive school is … .
A. for students with different levels of ability
C. a secondary school

B. for children selected for their academic ability
D. for job training

8. What is a cause of environment pollution?
A. global warming
C. the ozone layer

B. dumping industrial waste in seas and rivers
D. wasting natural resources

9. I was at university … 6 years.
A. for
10. What is this process
A. multiplication

B. since

C. while

D. during

C. division

D. subtraction

C. the / ---

D. the / Any

C. repaired

D. repair

9 – 6 = 3 called?
B. minus

11. Barbara loves … tea. … English love it.
A. --- / Every

B. --- / The

12. I am having my shoes … at the moment.
A. repairing

B. being repaired

13. He stopped to drink tea. = …
A. He stopped what he was doing to drink tea.
C. He gave up drinking tea.

B. Drinking tea was after stopping.
D. He does not drink tea any more.

14. If you look carefully, you … find a coin buried under the tree.
A. can

B. were going to

C. will

D. would found

C. what I know

D. whose I know

C. light

D. meet

C. pulls in

D. looks up

C. get to the point

D. make yourself at home

B. Saint Paul's Cathedral

C. Saint Paul's Hospital

D. Saint Paul’s Castle

B. was not rich

C. has an avenue with his name

D. helped women

15. Mrs. Dolly is one of the cleverest teachers … .
A. that I know

B. I know

16. If I .. a better car, I … to Greece.
A. would have / would drive
C. had / would drive

B. had had / would have driven
D. would have had / would drive

17. Which word has the same vowel sound as ‘eat‘?
A. sit

B. beat

18. Sarah … to her dad and always asks him for his advice.
A. makes off

B. takes after

19. I’m pushed for time, so let’s … .
A. cut to the chase

B. beat about the bush

20. Which building burned down in the fire?
A. Saint Paul's School
21. Lord Shaftesbury … .
A. helped poor children
22. ‘The Cat and Mouse Act’ … .
A. got such a name because it was like a cat playing with a mouse
C. sent some suffragettes to prison

B. concerned poor workers
D. was intended to cope with hunger strikes

23. Admiral Nelson fought in … .
A. the Battle of the Nile

B. the Battle of Trafalgar

C. the Battle of Waterloo

D. the Battle of London

B. was executed

C. was an explorer

D. went to North America

24. Sir Walter Releigh … .
A. was the Queen’s favourite

25. Why do the British drive on the left?
A. There is no explanation.
B. Because in the past most people were right-handed, they walked on the left to have the sword between them and a person
coming the opposite way.
C. Because most people were left-handed and walked on the left to have the sword between them and a person coming the
opposite way.
D. Because the cars in Britain were designed with a steering wheel on the right.
26. Who was the 'father' of British railways?
A. George Stephenson

B. William Caxton

C. Alexander Graham Bell
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D. George Cadbury

